
EXHIBIT G 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 

OFFICE OF ASSIGNED COUNSEL (OAC)  
FEE DOCUMENTATION SCHEDULE 2011 

(EFFECTIVE FOR APPOINTMENTS MADE ON OR AFTER FEBRUARY 1, 2011) 
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CASE TYPE EVENT DESCRIPTION FEE OAC DOCUMENT 
REQUIREMENTS 

CLASS VI CASE 
(LWOP Murder) 

Class VI only includes special circumstance 
murder charges, not other LWOP charges 

 Note:  Non-murder LWOP charges are 
Class IV matters – not Class VI matters. 

LEVEL I 
 

Initial Case Base Fee $9,000 + 
$9,000 

1st half paid on proof of appointment plus 
passage of one month still on the case; 2nd 
half paid after two months still on case. 

 Secondary Base Fee (After final superior 
court readiness confirming trial or COP) 

$16,000 
 

Final superior court readiness conference 
minute order or change of plea minute order 

 Probation Hearing & Sentencing $600 Probation hearing and sentencing minute 
order 

 Trial Sessions (a plea on the trial day will 
result in half-day trial fees, a maximum of 
one half-day will be allowed for trailing 
in the trial department) 

$650 Full Day 
$375 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed. * 

LEVEL II – in 
OAC’s Discretion 

Initial Base Fee – (OAC determines if High 
Risk of D.A. Capital Punishment Election) 

$9,000  Proof of appointment plus passage of one 
month still on the case (See Note on page 4) 

ASRs submitted to 
OAC in 1st month and 

approved 

Class VI, Level 2 Possible Progress 
Payment #1 

(Earned only by promptly “working the 
case” to “hit the ground running”) 

$12,000 Hiring of a psychologist, a psychiatrist, and 
at least one investigator within the 1st month 
on the case – “working the case” 

All in immediate 
family interviewed; 

school, medical, CPS, 
& criminal records 

obtained, psych. evals. 
completed, etc. 

Class VI, Level 2 Possible Progress 
Payment #2 

(Earned only by continuing to thoroughly 
“work the case” to prepare for attempting to 

avoid a capital election by the D.A.) 

$15,000 Proof to OAC of substantial progress with 
mitigation & guilt phase investigations 
before mitigation meeting with D.A. has 
been held (e.g., copies shown to OAC of 
relevant reports, records, interviews, & 
evaluations verifying such progress) 

A COP entered within 
9 months will count 

even if the final 
disposition is delayed. 

Early Favorable Final Disposition Payment 
such as COP or dismissal with prejudice 
(before Prelim. or in first 9 months on case) 

$20,000 min. 
up to  
$35,000 max. 
range 

Probation hear. & sentence (PH&S) or final 
dismissal minute order.  OAC has discretion 
to pay more than the minimum based on 
unusual circumstances such as very early 
dispo before progress payments are earned. 

 Class VI, Level 2 Possible Progress 
Payment #3 

(Earned only by “working the case” to try to 
avoid a capital election by D.A.) 

$4,000 Submission to OAC of copy of draft of 
detailed supporting materials planned for a 
life vs. death presentation to the D.A. 

This is for a full “dress 
rehearsal” and critique 
of planned presentation 

Class VI, L2 Possible Progress Payment #4 
(Earned only by “working the case” to try to 

avoid a capital election by D.A.) 

$3,000 In depth mitigation presentation preview to 
OAC to prepare for later life vs. death 
presentation to D.A. 

 Secondary Base Fee (After final superior 
court readiness confirming trial or COP) 

$2,000 
 

Final superior court readiness conference 
minute order or change of plea minute order 

Alternate Dispo Fee Favorable Final disposition before trial $2,000 Minute order for PH&S or dismissal 

 Trial Sessions (a plea on the trial day will 
result in half-day trial fees, a maximum of 
one half-day will be allowed for trailing 
in the trial department) 

$650 Full Day 
$375 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed. * 

 PH&S (for an after trial PH&S only) $600 PH&S minute order 
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CASE TYPE EVENT DESCRIPTION FEE OAC DOCUMENT 
REQUIREMENTS 

CLASS VII CASE 
(Capital Murder) 
 

(Fees After Death Penalty 
Election by D.A. Is Announced) 

 Attorney’s appointment as capital 
case counsel must also be formally 
approved by the Court to allow 
eligibility for the fees below. 

CAPITAL CASE 
CONTINUING 
APPOINTMENT FEE  
(for Original Attorney) 

Capital Case Continuation Fee 
(Payable to Original Attorney Who 
Agrees in writing to Remain on Case as 
either the Lead or Associate Counsel to 
conclusion of the case at trial court level.) 

$25,000 Payable 15 days after D.A.’s 
announcement of election to 
seek punishment of death + 
Letter to OAC confirming 
intent to remain on the case. 

NEW APPOINTMENT FEE 
(for Associate Counsel 
Stepping Into Capital Case) 
 

Capital Case Up-to-Speed Fee for 
Associate Counsel 
(for new counsel stepping into existing 
capital case as the Associate Counsel) 

$30,000 to 
$40,000 range, 
(set by OAC on 
complexity)  

Payable in two equal 
installments: (1st) 15 days 
after appointment & (2nd) 45 
days after appointment 

NEW APPOINTMENT FEE 
(for Lead Counsel Stepping 
Into Capital Case) 
 

Capital Case Up-to-Speed Fee for 
 Lead Counsel 
(for new counsel stepping into existing 
capital case as the Lead Counsel) 

$40,000 to 
$50,000 range,  
(set by OAC on 
complexity) 

Payable in two equal 
installments: (1st) 15 days 
after appointment & (2nd) 45 
days after appointment 

Pre-Trial MOTIONS FEES 
(There is no intent to limit 
the number of motions filed, 
but the total motions fee is 
capped.  Hearing fees on 
motions are paid in addition.) 

Capital Case Pre-Trial Motions Fees 
(for Capital Case Pre-Trial Motions) 
 
(Motion Fees will be split equally between 
the two attorneys assigned on the case.) 
 (Hearing Fees will be paid to each lawyer 
actually attending the hearing in question.) 

Up to $30,000 
($1,200 per 
motion with a 
cap of $30,000 
for all motions) 

Copy of  Each “Filed” 
Stamped motion and copies 
of hearing minute orders on 
the motions.  Evidentiary 
Hearings on motions are also 
paid @ $600 full/$300 half 
day with court minutes. 

TRIAL PREP FEE 
 
(Declaration of Counsel 
required to document hours 
of work performed on case) 

Capital Case Trial Preparation Fee 
 
(This Fee will be split equally between the 
two attorneys assigned on the case.) 

$50,000 to 
$90,000 range,  
(set by OAC 
based on 
complexity) 

Payable When Jury Selection 
Commences or when case is 
concluded without trial but 
after pre-trial motions heard. 
Supporting atty. declaration 
required documenting amount 
of work performed. 

Favorable Disposition 
Without Trial Fee 

Capital Case Favorable Settlement Fee 
(Paid for Favorable Final Disposition such 
as a COP for life or less or dismissal with 
prejudice at or before trial.) 
 
(This Fee will be split equally between the 
two attorneys assigned on the case.) 

$14,000 Probation hear. & sentence 
(PH&S) or final dismissal 
minute order confirming 
settlement in full of case 
without trial.  (A COP to 
terminate guilt phase only 
does not qualify.) 

Retrial – Supplemental Fee 
 
(Daily Trial Fees will also be 
paid) 

Capital Case Retrial Fee  
(Paid if a new trial is started after an 
earlier mistrial or hung jury) 
(This Fee will be split equally between the 
two attorneys assigned on the case.) 

$20,000 Minute Orders confirming a 
mistrial or hung jury result in 
earlier trial and start of later 
trial 

 
Trial Fees per attorney 

 
Trial Sessions 
 
(Trial Fees will be paid to each attorney.) 
 
(A plea on the trial day will result in half-
day trial fees per attorney, a maximum of 
two days per attorney will be allowed 
for trailing in the trial department.) 

 
$800 Full Day 
$450 Half Day 
(first 45 dates) 
 
$700 Full/$350 
Half Day (for 
dates 
thereafter) 
 

Trial court minutes for each 
day being billed.* 
 
(Payable trial sessions may 
include motions in limine 
proceedings and voir dire 
proceedings, including up to 
three out-of-court days to 
review completed jury 
questionnaires, established by 
attorney declarations.) 



 Appointment made after Prelim or 
indictment (Up to speed fee). 

$8,000 
 

Proof of appointment 

 Appointment made after a change of 
plea 

$1,300 
 

Proof of appointment 

 When an attorney is relieved prior 
to COP or Probation Hearing and 
Sentencing and has not previously 
billed. 

$600 Docket Sheets showing appointment, 
relieved, and a detailed letter of all 
work which attorney is seeking to be 
compensated. 
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CASE TYPE EVENT DESCRIPTION 
 

FEE OAC DOCUMENT 
REQUIREMENTS 

CLASS V CASES    

LEVEL 1 
(Murder & Attempted 
Premeditated Murder) 

Initial Case Base Fee $12,500 Paid in full on proof of appointment 
plus passage of 30 days still on the 
case 
 

 Secondary Base Fee (After final 
superior court readiness confirming 
trial or COP) 
 

$10,000 
 

Final superior court readiness 
conference minute order or change of 
plea minute order 

 Probation Hearing & Sentencing 
(Municipal or Superior Court) 

$600 Probation hearing and sentencing 
minute order 
 

 Trial Sessions (a plea on the trial 
day will result in half-day trial fees, 
a maximum of one half-day will 
be allowed for trailing in the trial 
department) 
 

$625 Full Day 
 
$350 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.* 

 Appointment made in Superior 
Court or Indictment (Up to speed 
fee). 
 

$5,200 Proof of appointment 

 Appointment made in Superior 
Court after a change of plea 

$1,300 
 

Proof of appointment 

 
LEVEL 2 
(Murder & Attempted 
Premeditated Murder) 

 
Initial Case Base Fee 

 
$17,000 

 
Paid in full on proof of appointment 
plus passage of 30 days still on the 
case 
 

 Secondary Base Fee (After final 
superior court readiness confirming 
trial or COP) 
 

$14,000 
 

Final superior court readiness 
conference minute order or change of 
plea minute order 

 Probation Hearing & Sentencing 
(Municipal or Superior Court) 
 

$600 Probation hearing and sentencing 
minute order 

 Trial Sessions (a plea on the trial 
day will result in half-day trial fees, 
a maximum of one half-day will 
be allowed for trailing in the trial 
department) 
 

$625 Full Day 
 
$350 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 



 

CLASS IV CASES 
(Serious Felonies – 
Crimes Against 
Persons) 

When an attorney is relieved on a Class IV 
case, said attorney shall be compensated 
for the tasks performed. 

See Class IV 
payment 
information 
below 

Docket Sheets showing appointment, 
relieved, and hearings which attorney is 
seeking to be compensated 

LEVEL 1 Initial Case Base Fee  $1,100 Proof of appointment plus passage of 
30 days still on the case 

 Preliminary Examination for 1st day 
(subsequent days paid at trial rate) 

$750 
 

Preliminary examination minute order 
or front page of transcript 

 Final Superior Court Readiness Conference  $750 
 

Final superior court readiness 
conference minute order or COP 

 Motion session (PC1538.5/PC995)  $300 per motion PC1538.5 and/or PC995 minute order 

 Probation Hearing & Sentencing 
(Municipal or Superior Court)  

$600.00 
 

Probation hearing and sentencing 
minute order 

 Trial Sessions (a plea on the trial day will 
result in half-day trial fees, a maximum of 
one half-day will be allowed for trailing 
in the trial department) 

$550 Full Day 
$300 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

 Appointment made in Superior Court or 
indictment (Up to speed fee). 

$1,100 
 

Proof of appointment plus passage of 
30 days 

 Appointment made in Superior Court after 
a Change of Plea 

$600 Proof of appointment 

LEVEL 2 Initial Case Base Fee $2,000 Proof of appointment plus passage of 
30 days 

 Preliminary Examination (Level 2 or 3) for 
1st day (subsequent days paid at trial rate) 

$1,200 
 

Preliminary examination minute order 
or Front page of transcript 

 Final Superior Court Readiness Conference $1,500 
 

Final superior court readiness 
conference minute order or COP 

 Motion session (PC1538.5/PC995)  $300 per 
motion 

PC1538.5 and/or PC995 minute order 

 Probation Hearing & Sentencing 
(Municipal or Superior Court) or 
appointment after COP 

$600 Probation hearing and sentencing 
minute order 

 Trial Sessions (a plea on the trial day will 
result in half-day trial fees, a maximum of 
one half-day will be allowed for trailing 
in the trial department) 

$550 Full Day 
$300 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

 Appointment made after Prelim or 
indictment (Up to speed fee). 

$1,500 
 

Proof of appointment plus passage of 
30 days still on the case 

 Appointment made after a Change of Plea $600 Proof of appointment 

LEVEL 3 ( Lists Fee 
Differences Only) 

Initial Case Base Fee (OAC discretionary 
fee elevation for unusually complex case) 

$6,000 Proof of appointment plus passage of 
30 days 

 Final Superior Court Readiness Conference $2,500 
 

Final superior court readiness 
conference minute order or COP 

 Appointment made after Prelim or 
indictment (Up to speed fee). 

$5,000 
 

Proof of appointment plus passage of 
30 days still on the case 
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CASE TYPE EVENT DESCRIPTION FEE OAC DOCUMENT 
REQUIREMENTS 



 Base fee when relieved prior to 
trial or appointed after plea. 

$300 Proof of Appointment and minute 
order showing Attorney relieved 

 Appointment after a Change of 
Plea 

$300 
 

Proof of appointment and probation 
hearing and sentencing minute order 

CLASS III LEVEL 2 
(Standard Felonies – 
Theft, Drugs, & Misc.) 

Flat Fee upon completion 
(including plea in trial call 
department and Probation Hearing 
& Sentencing) 

$1,200 
 

Proof of appointment and probation 
hearing and sentencing minute order 

 Trial sessions  (a plea on the trial 
day will result in half-day trial fees, 
a maximum of one half-day will 
be allowed for trailing in the 
trial department) 

$400 Full Day 
 
$250 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day 
being billed. * 

 Base fee when relieved prior to 
trial or appointed after plea. 

$300 Proof of Appointment and minute 
order showing Attorney relieved 

 Appointment after a Change of 
Plea 

$300 Proof of appointment and probation 
hearing and sentencing minute order 

CLASS I and II CASES 
  (Misdemeanors) 

Base Fee upon completion 
(including plea in trial department 
and Probation Hearing & 
Sentencing) 

$300 
 

Proof of appointment and probation 
hearing and sentencing minute order 

 Trial sessions (a maximum of one 
half-day will be allowed for 
trailing in the trial department). 

$300 Full Day 
 
$200 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day 
being billed.  * 

 Base fee when relieved prior to 
trial. 

$100 Proof of appointment and minute 
order showing attorney relieved 

 Sentencing after deferred 
judgement by a different attorney 

$150 
 

Proof of appointment and probation 
hearing and sentencing minute order 

MOTIONS 
  (CLASS I, II, & III) 

Suppression and Pitchess, Etc. $250 
 

Copy of file stamped written motion 

 
 

Note Re Class VI, Level II Determination:  Elevation of a Class VI case to Level II is within the sole 
discretion of OAC.  A decision to elevate will be made based on OAC’s independent determination that such 
elevation is warranted because the case appears to present a high risk of a capital case election being made by 
the D.A.  Relevant indicators suggesting that such an elevation might be appropriate would include, but not be 
limited to, comments from the D.D.A. assigned to the case suggesting a strong consideration of the death 
penalty and/or cases presenting such particularly aggravating factors as the victim having been a law 
enforcement officer engaged in the performance of his or her duties, a minor having been killed during the 
course of a sexual assault, the use of extreme torture prior to the killing, and/or a case charging the alleged 
killing of multiple victims.  No such factors will automatically require elevation to Level II.  OAC’s 
discretionary elevation decision will be made on a case by case basis. 
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CASE TYPE EVENT DESCRIPTION FEE OAC DOCUMENT 
REQUIREMENTS 

CLASS III CASES 
(Standard Felonies – 
Theft, Drugs, & Misc.) 

Flat Fee upon completion 
(including plea in trial call 
department and Probation Hearing 
& Sentencing) 

$800 
 

Proof of appointment and probation 
hearing and sentencing minute order 

 Trial sessions  (a plea on the trial 
day will result in half-day trial fees, 
a maximum of one half-day will 
be allowed for trailing in the 
trial department) 

$400 Full Day 
 
$250 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day 
being billed. * 



 
 

 Jurisdictional Hearing $275 Full Day 
$150 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

 PV heard independently, 
underlying case a misdemeanor 
[new petition per W&I Code 
777(a)] Base 

$100 Copy of new petition, proof of 
underlying charge, proof of 
appointment, and disposition hearing 
minute order 

 Jurisdictional Hearing $200 Full Day 
$100 Half Day 

Trial Court Minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

 
601 TRUANCY 

 
601 Truancy  

 
$125 

 
Petition showing client’s truancy, proof 
of appointment and disposition hearing 
minute order 
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CASE TYPE EVENT DESCRIPTION FEE OAC DOCUMENT 
REQUIREMENTS 

JUVENILE 
DELINQUENCY CASES 
    (W&I Code § 602) 

   

Felony Flat Fee $700 
 

Petition showing client’s charges, proof 
of appointment, & disposition hearing 
minute order 

 Jurisdictional Hearing $325 Full Day 
$225 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

 W&I 777(e) Hearing $50 Minute order 

 Review Hearing $50 Review hearing minute order 

 Flat Fee when relieved prior to 
trial. 

$300 Petition showing client’s charges, proof 
of appointment & minute order showing 
attorney relieved. 
 

 
Misdemeanor 

 
Flat Fee 

 
$225 
 

 
Petition showing client’s charges, proof 
of appointment, & disposition hearing 
minute order 
 

 Jurisdictional Hearing $300 Full Day 
$200 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

 W&I 777(e) Hearing $50 Minute order 

 Review Hearing $50 Review hearing minute order 

 Flat Fee when relieved prior to 
trial. 

$75 Petition showing client’s charges, proof 
of appointment & minute order showing 
attorney relieved. 
 

Juvenile Counseling  Counseling of minor who is 
involuntarily hospitalized 

$75 
 

Attorney declaration 

SARB Hearing School Attendance Review Board 
(TRUANCY) 
 

$50 Minute order(s) 

Probation Violations PV heard independently, 
underlying case a felony [new 
petition per W&I Code 777(a)] 
Base 
 

$200 Copy of new petition, proof of 
underlying charge, proof of 
appointment, and disposition hearing 
minute order 



 

Writ in any court  $400 Copy of first page of file stamped writ 

Habeas  Base Fee 
 

$1,000 
 

Proof of appointment and disposition 
hearing minute order 

 Trial sessions $450 Full Day 
$250 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

Restitution Hearings Felony restitution hearing – 
stipulated 

$50 Minute order(s) 

 Felony restitution hearing with 
testimony 

$100 Minute order(s) 

 After 1st appearance with testimony $250 Full Day 
$100 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day billed 

 Misdemeanor restitution 
hearing with or without testimony 

$50 Minute order(s) 

Misd. 
Infraction/Citations 

Trailing 
“Misd./Infractions” – Pay 
capped at max. of 6 cases 

$75  Minute order(s) (Fees capped at 6 
cases, additional cases settled 
are included in max. fee.) 
 

Juvenile Infraction Juvenile Infraction – 602 $125 Minute order(s) 
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CASE TYPE EVENT DESCRIPTION FEE OAC DOCUMENT 
REQUIREMENTS 

707 Hearings Class III Felony Base $45 per hour/ 
$1,900 MAX 

Petition showing client’s 707charge, 
proof of appointment, disposition 
hearing minute order, and detailed 
timesheet(s) 

 Hearing Fees $300 Full Day 
$200 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

 Class IV Felony Base $60 per hour/ 
$2,600 MAX. 

Petition showing client’s 707charge, 
proof of appointment, disposition 
hearing minute order, and detailed 
timesheet(s) 

 Class V Felony Base $65 per hour/ 
$2,900 MAX. 

Petition showing client’s 707charge, 
proof of appointment, disposition 
hearing minute order, and detailed 
timesheet(s) 

OTHER PAYMENTS FOR 
CRIMINAL AND/OR JUVENILE 
DELINQUENCY MATTERS 

   

    

Penal Code 1368 
hearings/Mental 
Competency 

Base $200 Proof of appointment and disposition 
hearing minute order 

 Trial sessions $450 Full Day 
$250 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

Lineup  $250 File stamped order 



 

 CLASS III $250 Proof of appointment and conclusion 

 CLASS I & II $150 Proof of appointment and conclusion 

Fee for Client Visits to 
George Bailey or Las 
Colinas Jails 

Minimum of 3 visits to 
George Bailey Jail or Las 
Colinas Jail on specific case 

$200 
 

Stamped Dockets showing the 3 visits 
(Note:  OAC will also pay this fee for 
Vista Jail visits on a non-Vista case.) 

CRC  $200 Minute Order 
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CASE TYPE EVENT DESCRIPTION FEE OAC DOCUMENT 
REQUIREMENTS 

OTHER PAYMENTS FOR 
CRIMINAL AND/OR 
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY 
MATTERS  

   

Probation Violations 
FELONY 

Felony PV heard with existing 
case/trailing (felony or 
misdemeanor) in the same court  

$100 per case 
 
 

Proof of appointment and probation hearing 
and sentencing minute order 

 Felony PV heard independently  $200 per case 
 
 

Proof of appointment and probation hearing 
and sentencing minute order 

 Evidentiary Hearings $300 Full Day 
$150 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

Probation Violations 
MISDEMEANOR 

Misdemeanor PV heard with 
existing case/trailing in the same 
court  

$40 per case 
 
 

Proof of appointment and probation hearing 
and sentencing minute order 

 Misdemeanor PV heard 
independently 

$50 per case 
 
 

Proof of appointment and probation hearing 
and sentencing minute order 

 Evidentiary Hearings $250 Full Day 
$100 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

Department 7 Probation 
Revocation (Felony) 

Felony Probation Violations heard 
in Downtown San Diego Superior 
Court Department 7 

$125 Proof of appointment and probation hearing 
and sentencing minute order 

Witness Counseling FELONY $300 Full Day 
$175 Half Day 

Proof of appointment and trial court minutes 
showing counseling and conclusion 

 MISDEMEANOR $250 Full Day 
$150 Half Day 

Proof of appointment and trial court minutes 
showing counseling and conclusion 

Motion to Withdraw Plea CLASS V or VI 
Base 

$1,000 Proof of appointment and conclusion 

 CLASS IV, Level 1 & Level 2 
Base 

$400/Level 1 
$600/Level 2 
$800/Level 3 

Proof of appointment and conclusion 

Retrial Fees (After Hung 
Jury or Mistrial) 

Retrials will be paid the Secondary  
Base Fee (Up to max. of $8,000) 

Based upon case 
classification 

Proof of appointment  

 Trial Sessions Based upon case 
classification 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

Lengthy Prelims – 
Supplemental Fees 
(applies to Class III and 
Class IV Felonies only) 

Prelims lasting more than one full 
day will be paid the daily trial rates 
for full or half days for the relevant 
Class and Level after the first full 
day of prelim. 

Daily Trial Rates 
are payable for 
full or half days 
after the first 
day* 

Court minutes for each day being billed and 
minute order confirming multi-day prelim.  
* 

Early Client Interview Fee 
[applies only to regular 
new adult criminal cases] 

“OAC Basic Client Interview 
Form” completed and delivered to 
OAC’s office within 10 days after 
initial case assignment (one/client) 

$50  Misdemean. 
 

$100  Felony 

“OAC Basic Client Interview Form” 
completed by attorney (not investigator) & 
delivered to OAC within 10 days after case 
assignment.  Minor redaction is permissible. 



 

MENTAL HEALTH Hearing $75 per hearing Minute order(s) 

 Client Visit $50 per visit Attorney declaration 

 Continuance of hearing not 
requested by attorney 

$25 Minute order(s) 

 Trial Fees $300 Full Day 
$200 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

 
* IF BILLING FOR A FULL DAY OF TRIAL, TRIAL COURT MINUTES OR ATTORNEY 
DECLARATION MUST SHOW PRESENCE IN COURT FOR OVER FOUR (4) HOURS. 
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CASE TYPE EVENT DESCRIPTION FEE OAC DOCUMENT 
REQUIREMENTS 

OTHER PAYMENTS FOR 
CRIMINAL AND/OR 
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY 
MATTERS  

   

Modification of Sentence 
(Written Motion) 

PC1203.3; If within the 120 days 
that the Superior Court still has 
jurisdiction 

$250 
Class IV & V 
$200  
Class III 

Minute order and Copy of file stamped 
written motion  

Modification of Sentence 
(Oral Motion) 

Motion to Modify 
Probation (Oral) 

$75 Felony 
$50 Misdemeanor 

Minute Order 

Motion for New Trial For the same attorney 
Class III through Class V 

$500 (written) 
 

Copy of “Filed” stamped motion (written)  

 For different attorney 
Class III through Class V 

$1,000 BASE Proof of appointment 

  $350 Full Day 
$200 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

Appeals (Misdemeanors) Misdemeanor appeals to Appellate 
Department of Superior Court. 

$40 per hour 
$2,500/MAX. 

Proof of appointment and timesheets 

 Settled Statement $50 per hour 
$400/MAX. 

Proof of appointment and timesheets 

Post-Appeal      
Resentencing 

For same attorney when case has been 
remitted to Superior Court for 
resentencing 

$350 written 
 
$200 oral 

Minute order 

Pro Per Advisory Counsel The fee shall be equal to the fee for the 
case and category of case and any 
appropriate trial fees; OAC does not 
pay for any motions, writs, etc. 

 
Based upon case 
classification 

Proof of appointment as advisory counsel 
and hearings which attorney is seeking to 
be compensated. 

Factual Innocence Motion 
(P.C 851.7 or P.C. 851.8) 

Written motion filed seeking a formal 
finding of factual innocence pursuant 
to P.C. 851.7 or 851.8 after dismissal 
or acquittal other than as a plea bargain 

$500 
(Felony or 
Misdemeanor) 

Copy of “Filed” stamped written motion 
papers and minute order from hearing on 
the motion; filed in a case with a colorable 
issue of factual innocence 

CIVIL MATTERS    

FREEDOM FROM 
CUSTODY or FAMILY 
COURT PATERNITY 

Base Fee $600 Proof of appointment and conclusion 

 Trial Fees $300 Full Day 
$200 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 

CONTEMPT Base Fee $450 Proof of appointment and conclusion 

 Trial Fees $300 Full Day 
$200 Half Day 

Trial court minutes for each day being 
billed.  * 
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